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1. Introduction

An indispensable demand for the majority of cryptographic implementations is the ability to se-
curely generate and store cryptographic keys. Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) prove to
be a suitable primitive to comply these requirements. PUFs can be understood as physical systems
which, when measured, provide unique and unpredictable responses. The responses are depending
on the physical structure of the device and are out of the control of the manufacturer. As PUFs
are physical objects they are prone to errors, i.e. the responses will always include some degree
of noise. Further the distribution of the responses does not necessarily have to be uniform. In
other words, when designing key generation or protection schemes based on PUF measurements,
one has to make sure that suitable error correcting mechanisms are put in place. Further entropy
extraction is crucial, to ensure the generation of keys with high entropy.

In this work we are exposing the limits in the design of a key generation framework by taking
into account relevant properties of PUF instantiations, such as entropy or the mutual information.
Our attempt is to present a tool to evaluate if and how a cryptographic key of a certain length
can be extracted with the demanded reliability for a given PUF source. The solutions presented
are evaluated against concrete PUF parameters. The PUF source are 65nm TSMC ASICs, which
were developed in the course of the FP7 research project UNIQUE 1.

2. The PUF Framework

By challenging the PUF twice consecutively with identical conditions, we expect an unreliability
of the two responses R and R′ reflected by the so-called intra distance. Moreover, when comparing
two different instances of a PUF type, an inter distance of about 50% is desired.

To reliably generate cryptographic keys, the PUF response has to be processed within a specific
framework that can cope with the noise cancellation and the entropy extraction. This is where so
called Helper Data Algorithms (HDAs) come into play. Most HDAs follow a two-step approach:
the key is derived by querying the PUF in a secure environment during an enrollment phase.
During the so called reconstruction phase the key is recovered in the field. A HDA can additionally
be divided into three sub-components. The first is bit selection, aiming at discarding the least
reliable bits within a PUF response. This step can significantly lower the number of expected errors
within the response and thus allowing the application of shorter and simpler error correcting codes.
Applying bit selection as well as error correction measures allow the assumption of a negligible low
failure rate during reconstruction. However, the remaining bits have non-maximum entropy due to
leakage during the former two steps. Therefore, the third step comprises entropy compression. [5]

3. Quality Aspects of a Key

Generally speaking there are two main areas that might affect the quality level of a key: the
property of the raw data, and the helper data leakage, including the choice of the error correction
and the randomness extraction. A rough assessment on the quality of the data is the Hamming
weight of the response which gives a first indication of the randomness, since it is a measure of
the distribution of ones and zeros within a binary bit string:
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(1) W (x) =

n∑
i=1

xi.

When designing key generation frameworks, a high level of unpredictability and robustness is
claimed. Entropy estimation, which is the measure of uncertainty of a random variable, comprises
in fact all relevant parameters.

The Shannon entropy which is commonly used in information theory is defined as

(2) H1(x) = −
n∑

i=1

pi log2 pi,

where x defines the binary random variable and pi the probability that x takes on zero or one.
The limit of H1 converges to the min-entropy:

(3) H∞(x) = − log max
i

pi.

When transmitting information, it is assumed to be correct on the receiver side, but in fact, the
signal will be superimposed by noise with a specific bit error probability pb. Assuming a given bit
error probability we claim a failure rate of Pfail ≤ 10−6. For simple codes, an estimation of the
probability that a string of n bits has more than t errors is given by:

(4) Pfail =

n∑
i=t+1

(
n

i

)
pib(1− pb)

n−i

With the use of a HDA, a key is derived from the raw PUF source bits by compressing the bits
with a hash function. The amount of source bits that are needed to achieve a secret of a specific
size is expressed in the so-called secrecy rate. The maximum achievable secrecy rate depends on
the mutual information

(5) I(x, y) = H(x)−H(x|y)

between the measurement done at enrollment x and reconstruction y, where H(x|y) describes the
remaining entropy of x when y is known. In more detail, dK/I(x, y)e gives the number of required
source bits to derive a secret of size K. [8] [18]

Given any C[n, k, d] code the entropy loss within a practical realization of a HDA can be stated
as n − k. It follows that the leftover entropy ` in the PUF response is given by ` = m + k − n,
relying on the commonly used Random Oracle model [2] [12], where the loss during the entropy
extraction is assumed as 0.

4. Evaluation and Limitations

In the following, our aim is to show the limitations and boundary conditions when generating
a 128-bit binary key based on different PUF instantiations, when having the quality aspects of
Section 3 in mind. The used ASICs containing different PUF types are mounted on a customized
evaluation board, that is connected via a ribbon cable to a Xilinx KC705 FPGA evaluation board.
The ASICs are controlled via a dedicated IP block on the FPGA and the measurements are
forwarded via a serial interface to a PC. We focused during the evaluation of raw PUF data on
memory based PUFs, namely SRAM, Latch and DFF PUFs.
Table 1 lists in addition to the bit error rate, also the maximum number of source bits N as well
as the entropy H1(x), the min-entropy H∞(x), the mutual information I(x, y) and the Hamming
weight W (x) for SRAM, DFF and Latch PUFs. The SRAM PUF behaves worst regarding the bit
error rate with a value of 5.2%. In contrast, the other parameters such as the entropy values or the
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Type pb N H1(x) H∞ I(x, y) W (x)

SRAM 5.2% 65536 1.00 0.99 0.70 0.49

DFF 3.1% 8192 0.84 0.45 0.64 0.73

Latch 2.5% 8192 0.79 0.39 0.63 0.76

Table 1. Quality measures of memory-based PUFs at room temperature.

Hamming weight come close to an optimum. The biased output of DFF and the Latch PUF ex-
pressed by the Hamming weight influences the entropy and the min-entropy, which is significantly
lower for these two PUF types. Figure 1 depicts the dependency between the code parameters n
and d with respect to a failure rate Pfail ≤ 10−6 for the evaluated PUF types.
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Figure 1. Dependency of the code parameters n and d regarding the failure rate
Pfail for SRAM, DFF and Latch PUFs.

Targeting secure key generation, the leftover entropy is the second point that has to be considered.
It is common practice to process the PUF response in blocks of equal length n. With a given
entropy, the mutual information and a desired key length of 128 bit, a lower bound of the block
numbers lmin is derived. Depending on the number of available source bits N , an upper bound
lmax can be determined. As long as lmax > lmin, the key generation will be successful with
maximum achievable entropy. Based on these assumptions, all free parameters can be combined
to a threshold function

(6) fT (k, n) = k − sn− o,

where s is the slope, o the offset of the function and k, n are the variable code parameters. In
Table 2 the fixed parameters of fT are shown for a changing number of source bits and for the
different PUF types. Generally, the slope of the threshold function tends to increase, when the
entropy decreases at the same time. The key can be derived with maximum achievable entropy
with a specific code when f(k, n) ≥ 0.

5. Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to present a hands-on guide on how to design tailored PUF-based key
generation frameworks, taking into account the limitations given by the PUF source and the HDA.
With the implementation of a threshold function, we are able to expose the limits of reliable key
generation while considering the relevant quality aspects at the same time. There are a couple of
published papers that describe the design of HDAs, the choice of the error correcting code, the
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1024 2048 4096 8192

Type s o s o s o s o

SRAM 0.19 0.32 0.09 0.46 0.04 0.55 0.02 0.59

DFF 0.68 0.39 0.61 0.50 0.58 0.47 0.57 0.50

Latch 0.74 0.43 0.67 0.53 0.64 0.48 0.63 0.56

Table 2. Parameters of the threshold function for the feasibility of key generation
given the slope s and the offset o.

consideration of entropy loss or statistical analysis of different PUF sources. To our best knowl-
edge, however, there is no paper that tries to draw a complete picture, reaching from statistical
investigation on the PUF source to the actual HDA design.
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